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Minority Career Day
Day, said, "We ICP&PI planned it lo
coincide
with Black History Month even
By Ann Bustamante
though it isn't officially connected
The Xavier Newswire
with."
_This Saturday fro1)110-2 p.m., the
BatessaidherhopewasthatheightCareer P,lanning and Placemen't Office ened awarenessofBlack History Month
(CP&j"J) will conduct its 8th annual during the month of February would
Minority C~reer Day, which will be in open students up to the possibilities of
the DownUnderof the University Cen- . the Minority Career Day has to offer.
_.ter:·
·
,.
, ., .. ·". :-."·-:~\l.Ubose.inter~s.ted inMinority Ca. .;.,All stude11ts, freshman through·· reerDayshouldcomedressed to inter, '.grad dates, are· welcome to atte'rid. The view with prospective employers and
ca_reer day will cover many different have 10 to ·15 resumes to distribute.
kinds of jobopportunities,suchassum- s.tudents can co1~tact CP&P .for any asmer, part-time and full~time employ- ~1stance or questions regard mg Mmorme11t. Thirty-three companies will be 1ty Career Day .
. participating in Minority Career Day,
Another event sponsored by CP&P
ainong them will be Procter & Gamble, will be the Career Fair, March 1. Rev.
IBM and Cincinnati Bell.
James Hoff, S.J., new president of
· Minority Career Day has been well Xavier, will be the key speaker for
received in the past by both companies "Careers That MakeA Difference." His
and students; The main goal of the day background includes much of the
is to open uo the employment field to. health care.services and non-profit orminority students at Xavier.
ganizations; The fair is open to all
Stephnaie Bates, CP&P counselor students and any details can be obwho is involved wit hMinority Career_ tained through theCP&Poffice,x3141.

"Finding God in all things"
By Laura Noemberg

The Xavier Newswire
Blow up the balloons. Pop open the
champagn'.! bottles. Light the candles>
450 year:, of existence.only comes one~
and it's worth celebrating.
·Xavier University is planning one
such celebration for the largest Roman
Catholic religious order, the Society of
Jesus,orJesuits. The]esuitshave maintained the same goals and principles as
first 'implemented by t.heir founder,
Ignatius Loyola.
·
·
,· In 1521, St. Ignatius received a battle
. wound that affected morethanhisbody.
Ignatii1s recovered with rest, relaxation
and Goo. His method of spirituality
attracted six immediate followers, one
of whoin was St. Francis Xavier. By
1538, Pope Paul III accept~~-a ne"'._or~
'.' c

der of ordained priests, the Jesuits.
In the spiritofeducation, Xavier will
welcomeRev.JamesHennesey,S.J. His
lecture "Finding God in All Things:450
Years of Jesuit'Education" will be February 19 at 7:30 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium (Alter Hall)
Hennesey is a rector of the Jesuit
community and a professor of the history of Christistianity at Canisius Collegcin Buffalo, N.Y. Hefonnerlyserved
as president of the Jesuit School of The· .
ology in Chicago.
"I believe strongly in the wle of the
Jesuits in .my education," said senior
James Freidrichsen. "It's very exciting
to ta.kea challenging curriculum. Here,
at Xavier, we are required to think creatively, and to formulate our inductive .
and deductive capacities. I would be
saddendcd by any loss in our curriculum."
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Xavier Responds

War in the Persian Gulf
Operation Oran17e Ribbon
Volunteers are'needed to
help answer phones, work in
the kitchen, and just be
available to talk to families at
the UAW Hall, Local 863. It
is located at 10708 Reading
Road and is open 7 days a
week from 8 a.m.- midnight.
Monetary donations are also
needed and can be mailed to:
Operation Orange Ribbon,
PO Box 54446, Cincinnati,
OH, 45254. Or you can
donatesuppliesatUAW,
some suggested supplies are:
razors, lotion, toothbrushes,
lipbalm, gum or pens. For
additional information, call
249-2469.

Peace and Justice
Another Teach-In, "The
Gulf War: The Media Battle"
will be held on Tues., Feb. 19
from 3:30-5 p.m. in the
Terrace Room of the University Center. Guests at this
informal discussion will
include William Burleigh,
executive vice president of
Scripps-Howard; Dennis
Doherty, deputy Managing
Editor of the Cincinnnti
Enquirer; David Smith,
directorofXavierTVCenter.
"Patriotism and Peace" is
the topic of a lecture Friday
in Kelley Auditorium, 11 :30
a.m.-12:30 pm. Fr. john
Conversct, MCCJ, will speak.

From the Office of Acadernic Affairs
Students who are called to
military service during this
semester should be advised
of the following: Between
now and March 22, refunds
of tuition will be made; after
March 22, students negotiate
to a) take incompletes which
must be completed within six
months of their discharge
date, orb) receive grades if
the instructor feels the
amountofworkcompleted
warrants a grade (no grieva nee procedures for this
option), or c) receive a refund
with no credits or
incompletes.'

Professor
•
receives
award
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By Molly Sullivan

The Xavier Newswire

ThedivisionofC!inical Psychological Association (APA)
has
aw a rd ed
Xavier
University's W. Michael
':itiandfrori1itheSfudb1t ·. .
N cl son,
professor
of
>Goverhi"l:ie1itAS$Ocia:tio11~
·
pyschology, "fellow status."
This is the highest honor
within the national association.
According to the chair of the
1~.
· ----~~---~~~~---~~-------~~-~-~1 psyc I10 Iogy d epartment, the
I
I award is a "real honor. It
I
.
I speakswellforthecredentials
of our faculty and the high
I In an attempt to poll your interests, the Department of
1 qualityofthedepaitment. We
1 received recognition by the I
1Sa~ety and Security's Crime Prevention Unit wou Id. Ii k e
I APA."
APA. One other professor
lyour feedback on the issue 0
•· Please
I Nelson explained that fel- holds both honors at Xavier,
low.status is awarded as a re- Professor Bieliaiuskas. There
.
•,complete the attached .form to indicate yo.·.u.rl. e. ·.·vel of interest:,• suit of individuals contri- are only. ten "diplomats" in
.
bu ti on to the science and pro- clinical psychology-those who
I 1. If a class or demonstration of self-defense techniques were offered, I fessior) of psychology. Hisre- h~ld;the ABPP only, in Cincin1 I would:
I searc?dealtp~marilywi.ththe natU ·

Att ell te100 X aVIef
• Stll ·d en
· t S:

:::··~~~%~~o;~10~~~~~~i:r·

.

ari

!2.1::~::::~::~:;:;:::~~~~~~-here. . . . i~~~~!~!~~~~ S~f~~i~f~~}
L ~~!:~~~~~~:::r;tion would be best. ~"~~ ~~~~&~Ji!fi#. ~~f~~~~1~1
------------------------------

·highest honor given by the

Now you can afford to dream in coloc
If you thought that finding a color·..
.
.
Macintosh'system you could afford
.. .
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in col.or. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. ·
It also comes with a microphone and new sound·input techriologythat lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds. .
Like eve11• Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to Set up and easy to ·
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that aU work in the
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one progran1, you're well
. on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor.
mation with someone who uses a different type qf computer...,-thanks to ..
the versatile Apple SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS·DOS, OS/2, and Apple II tloppy disks.
·Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what fr gives you.1nen pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh. · ·.. .

Call Ron Aylward at ·
672-6637 to set up an
appointment with Joel
Handorf your campus-· .
representative.

S,. The power to be )'Our best~

oftheAPAfortwelveyears.
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"G od opensa d oor "

Jesuits find new home in Linkshire Apartments
By Laura Noernberg

The Xavier Newswire
When God closes a door,
He op~ns a
wmdow ..... or a new residence
hall. Xavier'snewestaddition
to housing i~ _the Jesuit resi-

s~mewhere

dence, Linkshire Apartments,
located behind Brockman Hall.
Twenty-two Jesuits moved
from Schott Hall to their new
residence four weeks ago.
Rev. Leo Kline, S.J., organizer of the move and professor at Xavier, explained the
move as a physical result of
_ defining Jesuit identity. "We

needed to get Jesuits together
more, to consider their roles as
Jesuit educators," said Klein.
Economically,themovewas
an efficient action. Schott was
tcxJexpensivetomaintain. The
once 70Jesuit residents in 1970
had dwindled to3Sin ten years;
thereafter Schott became a "giant hotel."· To maximize the

space the university needed,
the 22 Jcsu its di recll ya ffil ia tcd
with Xavier moved into
Linkshire Apartments.
Many changes were made
to the apartment complex before the Jesuits moved in. It
now sports a form a I and in formal living room, two offices,
two guest rooms, a chapel,

dining room, kitchen, and a
breakfast nook. An installed
elevator goes to the second
floor, where the old apartments
were divided into separate
residents for the Jesuits.
Klein's one principle for
moving seemed to be upheld:
"Don't move any walls that we
don't have to move."

)

ENJOY A
4.0

BREAKFAST
·Don't letthis happen· to you. Sign t.ip now
for an interview with'the National Sectirity Agency. .
We're looking. for Spring !91 and:faiL;9i gr.lduates' ..
interested in full-time ·employment.· It could be the
opportunity you've been looking for.·
.
.. . NSA is the Departmen._t ofl>efense agency ·
charged with .foreign Sign~ls:lntelligence, domestic
· Information Scmrify, and over.di Opemtions ·
campus.

· · ·.

Treat yourself to breakfast
at Arthur's this week-end.
Saturday and Sunday,
9:30 am Iii 2 pm. Put
yourself at the top of the
class. Only at Arthur's.
Join us.
·

NSJ\ INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

. . ·The NationalsecurityA~~ncy:wiU be on campus.on February 18th
interviewing December '91 graduates majoring ill. computer science, and mathematics·.
·._ · . , · ·· · .· · · ·. Co~op positions are also available. .
·

· Bar • Re~tauran1 • Garden
3516 Edwards Rd.
Hyde Park Square

871°5543
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Shot through the heart, but who's to blame?
By Laura Noernberg

The Xavier Newswire
'.'Because you always hurt the
ones you love."

cant other" will never forget.
For just a nominal fee, the
Marion Hall cupids will give
your.valentine the "hit" of his/
her life.
Provide the name, resi~

Starting this week, Marion
Hall residents will havea table
outside of the cafeteria. Flowers, you ask, or candy-grams,
perhaps? No, Marion Hall will
offer a valentine our "si nifi-

dence, .and specific time that
your significant other will be
at home. ·These ci.1pids will
track them down and deliver a
"thriller'! of a valeritine.
. This service is rovided in

the spirit of Valentine's Day
andhas become a tradition in
itself--following the tradition
of such classics as ~'My Bloody
Valentine" and "Valentine's
Day Massacre, Parts I and 11."

__
~.,
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DOMINO'S-NOW SERVING
DIET COKE'!
·;-.'

·Mon.
It····-··---------------1
Large One Topping. I

I

I;

$6.99

: Get a large Domino's Original style pizza with one
I topping for only $6.99
I Additional toppings extra.

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

!:

II
I
I
I
I
I

Valid only on Mondays
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid
with any other offers. Delivery area limited
to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less .- 1
than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 1
Limited time offer.
I

'

.

'E-.l1urs.

'

' •, ' .. ; ~....;.it.l.:.;.......m; ........;. ••••
It s a pizza lovers dream come tru~: Every· ·• f ; ,: .. ; ,;,y··: ..· :· . .
.
. . 1
day of the "'.eek,_ yo~ can get a-special.offer:. I MedlUIJI :E:~r.aavaganzza® I

·5'799 ·

from Domino's Pizza®. Whether ·it's a ::1 ·
· ·.
I
special deal for one or .~our;-there are lots,
,>~
of reasons to make this the week for a I. Gct ·a mc?•um Donun~ s Ongmal. style Extrav,1- I .
.
··
·
.. • · , . .
·. · · ... , . · . i·:·gan~za~ p1zz~ loaded wnh pepperoni, sausage, ham,
special treat from Dommo s Pizza. So why. 1 beet, omons, green peppers, olives. mushrooms and 11 ,
not give us a call? ln._30 minutes or less, 1,extrncheesdor only$7.99 .
I
you'll see why this is the week you've beer(
validonryonThursdays
· ·
.·
:
waiting for.
1·
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid I

t: >•. .

:;; . , .. I

... '· ·.

I"'
.

I

:I.

· ·. ·. ··· ··o:· ·o· ·.·.·

I

.............................
I

·····-··················

e

I

with any other offers. Delivery area limited
to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Limited time offer.
.

,.

I

'·.·

.

.D :.

·.····r·r1.
Tues.
396-74
.
.
;
·
·
·
r····-·····-···-·-·····1
r··-··-~·--··-·········-1
. .,

.

:

Meal Deal

.:I

$5.00

3915 Montgomery·Rd. ·ll

1

. ·.! 1·.
Ill

I Get a medium Domino's Original ·style pizza with
I one topping of your choice for only $5.00
I Additional toppings extra.
I
I
only
on Tuesdays
I · . . Valid
Valid at
participating
stores only. Not valid
I
with any other offers. Delivery area limited
to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less
I
•
than $20.00. ©1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
I .
. . e Limited time offer.
.,

:ofCoca-Cola®clas~ic or Diet Coke® for only $7.49

.

•

·r······•··•······-..····1
,• $7.99

·

Ill
I
I
I
I

I
I ·

I

. ·

·

•

:.

· .

.

I
:·
II

•

·®

.

·

ITS TIME FOR .DOM. INQ· 'S·PIZ7. A"'."..
.

1-l'\:.

Sun.

· :

I

.·

e·
.

•

:

!

Valid only o.n.Frldays
. I'
· · Valid at part1c1patmg stores only. Not valid I
· with any other offers. Delivery area limited
" .to ensure safe dri.ving. Our drivers carry less . 1
than $20.00.. ©l991 Domino's Pizza, Inc, 1
,.Limited time offer.
I

• e

.

.: ·,

·················-······

t·
. .·..·a.
.. ,.: .·.·s····
..............

r······--·············1111. ·
................,
i for !M~~Price . Jlc .:~;.;r i
Ord~r.a

:r~---.111~.~~-,

~i1h.~our

T\~ 0 m~dill,m.·oor:iino's

1
:
large Domino's pizza·
choice of: ,-:I.Gel
Original style pizzas,:
.1 loppmgsand you only pay the price ot a comparabl~ ·I• .. l'each wnh one. toppmg,ofyour choice for only $9.99 I
I Medium pizza.
·
·· •··:•.,:I ··\.I:;
·•· 'Addiliorial 1oppings·ex1ra.
·
· I

I 1·
I
I
I · :
11·
I
. .
I

V•lld only on Wedne•d•Y•
Valid at participaling stores only. Not valid
. with any other offers. Delivery area llmiled
· · to ensure sate driving. Our drivers carry less · 1
e than $20.00. c1991 Domino's Pizza, Inc. ·1
Limited time offer.
.
I

. 1.:·
· ·

·

.. .

Weds.

: Get a medi.um Pan style Pepperoni Pizza Feasl loaded
I .wi1h extra cheese and pepperoni for only $7.99

.I

•

·---·---------··········
:

:

.: Get a medium boniino's Original style pizza with :
I your choice of.two' toppings and two 12 oz. cans I

·11

I · Pan Pepperoni Feast

I

Meal Deal for Two

' ' . .•. $7.49 .

I
I
I

'

.

.

.

.

:' •
. ...

.~

t

t.,,o _. 1

1

J. • '.J \. •. •

I

0

,

l

,

•

/

>,: ·:

·...·.

.

I

V•ild0nlyo,n,Sll!Urd•Y• ·
.· . . I
•
.·· .Valid at part1c1pa11ng stores only. Not valid, 1
. · with any other oners. Delivery area limited 1
.I"· . . I' .
:· · to ens_ure sate driving.. Our drivers carry less I
:I· . ·1·: ,. : . • "ll!Bl)'$20.00. c1991 Domino_'s _PizzaJlnc. I
.. I :. I ....... , .. : . " :~1m~ed lime otter, , ,
.
·
I
; 1 •·
.-.. •.
; 1 >. " 1 ;

·······-················ ·--·-·--··········---·-·
, I • , ,

.·;
1

'l:I·
·..

, •· : · . :

V•l!donlyo.n.Sund•yl.
.·· ".
Valid at par11c1patmg stores only. Nol vahd
with any other offers. Delivery area lim~ed
to ensure sate driving. Our' drivers c. arry less.
than s29.oo. C1991, Domino's Pizza; Inc.
L1m1ted time offer. .
.
..

:•~---~------~----------·

· t l• ·~: o'. t f· 1

\

t

I

;, J '1
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I

I
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Did you say it
was a bus?
I':>\•

By Tim Coyne

The Xavier Newswire

Photo by Ellen Bird

Valentines in front of the Romero Center, International Students Society house, to re111e111ber the
troops in the Middle East. The hearts have messages wrillen on the111 concerning the crisis.

New Director for Peace and Justice

Experience is life's best teacher
her life. "People are surprised dents would be moved if they
that you take the time, but it's tried. Thereisagrowingnecd,
The Xavier Newswire
mostly gratitude that you see. and as a people, the Christian
People are moved by those who comprnnity, we should try to
Mary Schoen is the new-as- are willing to step out and try meet the needs of our country.
sistant director of Xavier Pro- to offer something to society We need to understand wh<it's
grams in Peace and Justiee. by being a part of their suffer- happening. For myself, it's a
Having graduated from West- ing._ It's ar1 ar11<izing bonding . faith issue. It's important for
me to put faith into action."
.
ern Michigan with a sociology experience."
While Schoen was in .HonAn upcomin~ eve.nt forstudegree, Schoen has reached out
. to the needy here and in Cen-. d urns, .s.he volunteered in_ deht awareness {jf the poor._in
tral.Ameriea .. She has\vi.>i-kcd church organiwtionsand spent the third ·world countries is
with the Fountain Square Fools, much of her time tutoring Hunger Banquet Day, on Fcbthe Manor .Foundation as a refugees. Schoen also lived in ru<1ry Dth at 5:30p.m.
Other volunteeropportu niyouth specialist, an out reach· Guatemala for eight months
volunteer. coordinator for where she attended language ties available through the DorWinston PlaceScniorCenter,a school a i1d obtained fluency in othy pay House are the Peaslee
Orgnnization, where students
community organizer for the the Spanish language.
InNicaragua she spent time areneeded to help tutor chilNew Jerusalem Comniunity .
here in Cincinnati, as well as working· with a group that dren and students working toworking with the Catholic Re- documei1tecl human rights ward a high school diploma,
lief Services in Honduras abuses. She continued to work and the St. Fr.;rncis Soup
·
th rough the Ca tho Iic Relief Kitchen.
teaching math and typing.
Peace nnd Justice is also
Schoen's main concern- as Services and drove an ambuassistant director of Peace and lance there for some time. sponsoring a. program next
Justice Programs is to address "Volunteering in third world month in Carthagcnc, Ohio
current issues in our commu- countries is an experience cv- · called "Take the Plunge." It's
eryone should have. It is quite· February2·1 thrmigh February
i1ity.
"The need is tremendous. a transforming thing," said 23and will focuson the reality
There is more of a need all the Schoen. "It's a two-way street exposure to food arid farm istime," said Schoen. "Volun- and I ;yas a receiver of much sues. '.'The Urban Experience"
teering is the wave of the future, that. Poverty is a horrible, evil . is a chance to sec another side
if we are to meet the needs of .thing._ The poor have some- of Cincinnnti. This program
people who don't have the thing :to offer to us. The will work downtown with its
unclcrpriveledged are there to volunteers over winter break.
same things we do."
Schoen's years of volunteer challenge and open people like For more information concerning these volunteer prowork with the· homeless and ourselves."
Schoen encourages all stu- grams cnll .th_e Dorothy Dny
the poor here and in the third
·
world countries have given her dents to go to soup kitchens House at X-3046.
experiences that have changed and· restocking groups. "StuBy Ann Bustamante

At six miles per gallon, with
a top speed of 75 miles per
hour (down hill), junior Joe
Classmeyer owns what one
might call the ultimate cruising vessel. "You feel like the
king of the road when you're
out there," said Glassmevcr.
Just what has this man fo Ilc~1 in
love with? It's a bus--yes, a
school bus]
While driving home one
day, Glassmeyer happened to
notice parked a bus parked on
the side of the road with a "For
Sale" sign in the window .. "It
was saying 'Buy me, buy me;
so I stopped to check it out,"
said ·Classmeyer. A used
school bus it was, and at $375 it
was very much in ivlr.
Cl<issmeyer's price range, so
he bought it.
"I've always wanted n bus,"
said Classrneyer. "SomL' kids
have a fascination with fire
·trucks,butnotmc. l'vcalwavs
been an admirer of tl~c
school bus."
When Classmcyer pu Iled up
to his house in his new bus,
Morn and Dael were quite upset. However, he said they have
now learned to live with it.
After bringing his new ma. chine home, Glassmeyer

quickly began customizing it.
It now has wall-to-wall carpet,
a bar, and even a set of bunk
beds. The lettering on the side
reads "Joe's Party Bus," and
that is exactly what it is.
The maiden vovage of this
Titanic of cruising' v~sscls was
made this past Halloween.
Classmcyer and a few friends
decided lo partake in the annual Halloween festivities at
Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio.
Accurding toGlassmeyer, a
good time was had by all, and
the bu.;;, well, "it purred like a
kitten" (or should I say "it
roared like a lion.")
Currently the bus is experiencing some minor mechanical
cl i fficu Ities, but Classmeyer
hopes to get her back on the
road soon. "The warm weather
is bus weather," he explained.
Next
stop?
Only
Classmeycr knows. It could be
the St. Patrick's Dav P<irtv in
Davion, or Fl. Lauclerclal~ for
Sp;ing Break, and m<1ybc even
an NCAA tournament game .
vVh<1tcver the next stop, there
isonethingforcertain: thisis
one bus you don't wan l tom iss!

TmED OFLOW PAY??
Howaboutgettingp_aid today
when you try working at the
best telephone sales ~1osition
in town. Off 75 in Northern
Kentucky-$12-24/hr. CALL
282-310fT.

'for

JI
'IJi1(enlillt!S

Cd.e6mtior1
for you aru{ tire 011e you
fove ......
'E~perierice 9o[a11or 1\pmarice aru{ enjoy
gracious persona( service, fine cuisine aru{
degnnt ovemigfit acco111mo1fa I.ions forjust
$ 79.95 peri:ou1;re. (Jlvai(a6(e tfirougfiout tfte
morttfi ofY:e6manJ)
•.Spacious ovemig!it acco11111101fations
• CompCimentanJ cftampagrte in yo11r room
• 'Vf'i' tunuf01vr1
• Cfroco(ates 11po11 arriva(
• '1Ju66fe 'Batfi
• :Fresfi ffowers·aruf a fteart sftapetf 6affoor1
• 1\p111ar1tic cor1ti11erita('1Jrealfast i11 6e1{
• $10.00 tfiscowit 0111firrnerfortwo in tfti: ;ronim
(i11cfwfing 6everages)
.JI spccin{ 'llnfmtinc cc(c6rntion nrvai/S you.

Ca({ tocfnyfor reservations:
'Ilic '/lemon 5\fonor :Hote{ 400 Onk._Strcct
· o/afr.ntine°J 'fJm1 On(y
Cincinnati, Ofiio 45219
'fVt also invite yuu to join uJ for a
281-3300
jpedafainnr.r of'l/afi.ntint'J 'fJay.
In atftfition to uur regufar mt.nu a
Jcrumptious sptciaffy JdecttJ
=nu a111ait.1 you for unfy $59.95
pu r.Oupft ($101JOJi.scount not
appfica6ft)
'

')'or 1fir.Jt Jptciaf'offers, no tu!ditiunaf
1fiJcuunt coupons wiff 6t fwnorr.d. '11a.sr.J
upon avaiuwifity.
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Residence Lie wonders WHY the Villa e isn't bein' illed

he unadJusted
roblems of the Village
It is very interesting to read that Anne Massaro and Dr.
Shriberg believe their "adjustments" of rent rales in the Vii Iage
will please students and have solved many problems. Besides
all the facts and figures which tend to increase most students
rent, the students cl~im they were never even questioned or
consulted about the adjustments, rather they were told.
Some students iri townhouses will be forced to add a fourth
roommate or pay the extra fees, when the apartment was leased
for only three people last year. Is Residence Life changing
apartments for 3 to apartments for 4 just to bring in more
dollars?
Due to the changes in phone billing from apartment to
individual residents, one Village resident said substantial increases have occurred.
Residence Life has changed their policy for "room picks" in
thedonns to try and persuade upperclassmen to move into the
Village. Current freshman will be given first "pick", sophomores
second, leaving juniors and seniors with whatever is left over.
Residence Life is making students' options for living "qn
campus" limited. Limited so that hopefully students will
choose the Village, .therefore bringing in more money to the
university. The iden of students choosing the Villt1ge is
becoming smaller and smaller.
If Residence Life thinks they have a problem now without
being able to fill the Villt1ge, little do they know thi1t it's only
going to get worse. Students Ciln live elsewhere for i1 significantly lower price, and they do. Xavier throws out statistics
such as 70% of the undergraduate students live off campus, but·
what is the percentage of those students who lived in the dorms
freshman and sophomore years and now live withinthrcc
blocks of school? Such statistics can easily mislead perspective
traditional students about Xavier. Students who live within
three blocks should be considered "on campus" in the generic
sense. Obviously, they moved off campus for a reason, that
reason often being cheaper housing is available.
The Village was paid for with revenue bonds, which have a
limited time period to be paid off in or else penalties will have
to be faced. But there has to be a better way for the university
to make the payments, so the rent prices do not have to keep
rising. If the rent continues to rise, the main concern will not be
how to payback the revenue bonds, but why aren't there ANY
students in the Village.
~----'-----------·
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''I ·have a dream ... ''

so?" I feebly reply in a.squeaky ofwasting time. I hate wasting
voice, "Yes, I was." He gets up time and it seems as though
in a fit of rageand orders, "Get that's what I'm doing until I
the hell out of my office! What declare a major. People are
I've had this recurring kind of business do you think tellii1g me their stories of
dream since l'vebeenat_Xavier, we're trying to run here? We undecided ness (that have
and it goes something like this: only want the most dedicated happy end in gs) in order to ease
my_ worrying. For instance,
After eighteen billion years of people working for us!"
I walk away, with my head someone very close to me was
college, r finally get "the" job
hanging low wondering if undecided i11to her junior year
interview l'vebeen waiting for.
I have great confidence that anyone will even take me in until she got mononucleosis.
my credentials will speak for because I was an "undecided Shemissedsomuchschool that
themselves; all I have to do is freshman". Then I wakeup in the only way she could catch
get through the interview. As a cold sweat, too afraid to go up was if she took courses in
speech therapy.
the interviewer thumbs back to sleep.
Today, she's a speech
through my "permanent
When I look around today; I
record", I can see the plea5ed see people who know what: therapist for the ptt.blic school
look in his eye's as he passes they're going to do with their system back home. This little
kindergarten years, my el- lives. They. have a plan; the fable doesn't help me much,.
future's knocking on their door. because·! don't want to waste
ementary, junior high and high
school years. He asks, "So you Then I see me, I'd like to be the that much time.and I sure as
wenttoa Jesuit high schoq!?" I President of the U.S., but I hate hell don't want toget mono.
answer, "Yes, I did." He nods politics. I wouldn't mind
I guess the best any of us·
in approval. He then questions, making alo of nioney, but I
"Then you went to Xavier too. don'twanttobea yuppie. And undecided people can do is
Isn't that a Jesuit college?" I . I think that I'd like ti:> work look and ask around forattracwith animals, but I'm allergic tive ·Careers. It's gonna take
confidently reply, "Yes, it is."
time and /or the, moment. Bc,!-1,~.'s putty in,'my hands. ~ut _ to cat fur and I hateclcaningiip
\v'ait! I notice thilt he's taken poop. Thc'sc arc only some of · ii1gundecided isa hemorrhoid
aback by something and Si1YS the reasons why I'm ii1 limbo;· - that is not- going awav with
Preparntion~H. '1 think'! need
in il somewhat harsh tone, "It why I'm undecided.
rguess that my fear of being industrial strength. The quest
says here that you were undecided as a freshman, is that undecided comes·fron1 my fear goes on.
By Matt Alander
Newswire Coluinnist

"Dances With.Wolves" sparks thought

American Indians deserve .retribuation
joyed it and agreed the movie Sioux were one of the more
was "great cinema." We in- aggressive Indian tribes, but
dulged ourselves by telling obviously"itwasthePawnee
each other our favorite scenes. who were the more aggresRecently I went to see Kevin Soon the discussion turr1ed to sivc." It was clear that these
Costner's piece de resistance, thecruel waythe"whiteman" impressionsweremadebythe
"Dances with Wolves", with a systematically hunted each in- movie. However, I took a diffew membe(s of my family. dividual tribe and destroyed ferent perspective. It was my
The movie tells a compassion- their identity and heritage. I .belief that-the Pawnee and the
ate story of Army Lt. Dun burn, feel Americans were guilty, Sioux were defending what
playedwithemoticm.and much and still are, of genocide. I was was naturallv theirs and I bedepth by Mr. Cosh1er, who is horrified by the "matter-of- lievc that, t~day, all Amei'iworthy of an Oscar, and his fact" way thiscultural destruc- cans would do the same thing
relationship with the Si.oux In- tion was treated. The Indians if confronted with such naked
dians. This is cinema at its were honorable people who aggression. Neither tribe
finest, a wonderful combina- were far more accepting of made a point to hunt down
tionofcincmatography,script, others than the settlers~
the "white man" and mali-_
editing and acting. However,
Yet, what struck me as odd ciously kill him; for the most
well within this movie there is was the way my family mem- part they avoided the settlers
a message that shouts out at bers were still talking down and the vitious U.S. Cavalry.
the viewer, "Prejudice can lit- the Indians,. especially the When the Indians did attack
erally destroy a race and igno- Pawnee tribe (who were por- they were justified in doing·
ranee can lead one upon this trayed in the movie as aggres- so.
It is time the Indians revery path." I wassadandquite sors to the Sioux and the setembarrassed by what my an- tiers). One member of my farn- ceived retribution for the horcestors did to the native ily said something to the effect ror the American government
Americans_:_and my reaction thattheSioux tribewasa grand was responsible for (and still
is many generations removed~ tribe, and they still are, while is). All Indians should receive
After the movie, I (in my the Pawnee "were bad all the their past glory and heritage,
very somber mood) entered way around" and could afford for if they aren't so blessed
into a discussion with myfam- no contributions to sodety. then the movie said nothing
ily members about the intrjca- Another family member men- to us. Which I am afraid it
cies of the movie. We all en- - . tioued. that -she: thought- the.. ~ didn'. t... _~ ____ -'- _. __ . _ . __ .
. - .. . .... ·.... - ..

By Michael DeAloia
Newswire Columnist
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Marion Hall and the illusion of excellence
!

By L.J. Weislak
Newswire Columnist
In this my last and final column (seriously, this is it), I will
point out several trends I see
developing in light of the decision to close Marion. These
trends should worry all students.
The first is the way in which
Marion was closed-without
any student input or warning.
Thisisreminiscentoflastyear's
decision . to change the academic calendar without· student input. This time, however, people will be forced to
find a ·new place to Ii ve and a
30 year tradition, the longest
one Xavier has to date [sic!.
Decisions affecting the lives of
students are made all the time
without student input. The
Newswire has Written much
about the problem and Senate
is finally starting to act, although there is little they can
do. This brings me to my second major point, student government.
All of student government's
powers derive from two basic
sources. The first and most
important is .the budgetary
process.' They allocate funds
to ·the various student clubs.
This power only extends to
student clubs. It is certainly
fair that elected students'
should decide what student's
budgets should be. But that's
reallyasfarastheirpowergoes.
The amount of money they
spend and the activities they
propose all must be approved
by the administration. The
second major power is committee appointments. However, what thecommitteesdis-

cuss and the number of ap- prove that thereare more com- Cincinnati Enquirer for the hispointments are controlled by mittee positions for students tory department. They are
theadmiriistration. Inessence, than there are students. Each there for business. I'll grant
if the administration wants time some new aspect of policy · that appealing to business stusomething, it will get it. This is comes up, a new committee is· dents in night classes does
true to Marion Hall in that even created. Example: When the bring in money, but sacrificing
when the men of Marion of- committee to investigate hon- the core and other departments
fered to he1p raise $250,000 (not ors housing was created, it is not the way to do it. While
that we would get it but we bypassed completely the most students see the business
were sure going to try), the Scholars council, which was in college as Xavier's academic
administration said no. Now its formation, designed to strength, independent analyafter objecting to Marion on handle all honorsaffairs. Anne sis heaps praise upon the small
monetary grounds, it would Massaro created a personal (and overlooked) classics deseem foolish not to let some- advisory board, comprised of partment. When business is
body try to defer th~se costs. interested students, to discuss not in vogue and all the other
The Administration only re- their concerns. They would sit departments are sacrificed,
leased the highestimateof$1.7 and eat pizza and talk about then the administration will
million which included, ac- · residence hall concerns. A realize it is best to stick to the
cording to Dr. Shriberg, the good idea, but it bypassed the timeless.
fundamentals.
"must have" such as an eleva- Residence Hall Council, the They're not profitable but in
tor, air-conditioning; and agency created precisely to the long run they pay off. The
"beautiful" landscaping. Ru- handle those concerns. Most end of the core would truly
mor has it the low estimate committees are inactive and n mean the end of tradition.
The final point is apathy,
was $400,000. I should nlso wasteoftime. Thereisnologic
note here that in the meeting or coordination among them but I do not dwell on it because
Marion residents were willing in their purpose and their I feel if several of the above
riot only to raise money for this function.
problems were solved, apathy
but also were willing to forego
The core itself, the basis of would decrease. My article on
such luxuries as an elevator allofXavier'stradition,isalso commuter apathy can easily
and air conditioning in order in jeopardy. Why is the core apply to many in the Xavier
to Jive there. All of this con- underattack? Because students resident community. I thank
trc>Versy is created when· the go to business schools. It's the commuters for their letters,
actual Marion building was . flashy, its popular, it brings in many of which highlighted
structurally sound and met all people-which means it brings ··problems, in Xavier policy torequired codes. According to in monev. Al DuUlio knew w a rd commuters which I
t.he administration,H just was ..·.that, and' that's:why under his didn'tknowexisted. Oneeasy
"the time" to.do.it. Why with. · ·1eadership thebusincssschool solution is holding club meeta interim president, ·wi.thout :grew by leaps and bounds. It ings in the evening for comstudent input and without savedtheschoolfromthemas- muter students. This easily
knowing where to put the sive deficits of the early eight- implementable suggestion was
current Marion residents (a ies into profitability. Philoso- pointed out to me in several
committee and its members, phy and English don't attract letters. It is time that the adboth of which were again ere- students. Reducing the heavy ministration learns to trust the
ated and this time appointed· core would attract more stu- students on the campus with
without student government dents and consequently bring implementation of programs
input, was formed after the in more money. Consequently, and get students' opinions bedecision was already made) the great Xavier"tradition, the fore they act. More specificonstitutes the correct ·time core, the hall.mark of a Jesuit cally, the power to create comcontinues to evade me. The university, is scorned for the mittees, nppoint committees,
writing was on the wall.
quick buck. Thereare no ads in revise committees, and fund
Committees. I was going to the business section of the . the committees. All student

action should not require a
"yes" from the administration norshou Id they have veto
power over programs, especially the Newswire. The student government for its part
should streamline the budget
process and actually trust the
club leaders with money. The
current budget allocation at
the beginning of the year
forces club presidents to predict the future and reallocation isa process full of paperwork and meetings. Keep the
core and stick to fundamentals. Finally, streamline the
committee process. Define
ground and stick to procedures. Whnt I see happening
is a lack of vision, better yet a
fragmentation of vision
among the Xaviercommunity
that has been going on for
quite some time. No one
knows who is supposed to do
what or what each aren is.
More than that I see cine side
leading us here, another there
and another there. All of this
is cloaked under Xavier tradition and Xavier excellence;
all the while infighting nnd
politicking goes on.· This is
what I have been lead to believe in my experience in doing things and in my conversntions with university officials nnd other students.
Whether or not the picture I
paint is nccurate I don't think
anyone knows the whole picture. But from what I hnve
been able to piece together,
the is a lnck or policy, procedure and vision. If is continue Xavier will soon be a
second-rate business school.
The illusion of excellence has
been cast upon us.

Letter to the Editor
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!went to the XU-Marquette ·righteousness here in the good
game on Thursday to witness a ole' U.S.A. "Kill all Iraqis"
· victory for the basketball team should be the credo of the ci tiand a complete loss for the uni- zenry.
versity in general. l saw two
How sad that these two stustudents selling T-shirts that dents are paying all this money
said "Iraq vs. U.S.A." on the to learn the doctrine of hatred.
front and "Iraq sucks" on the l don't think that I have been
back .. I didn't realize that the on the same campus as they.
war in the Gulf was no more Perhaps loving the sinner and
than the equivalent of UC vs. hating the sin is an outmoded
XU. Certainlythefactthatmen concept. I believe otherwise
and womenofourownageare and will argue for it vigorously.
poised to die for our benefit We aren't trying to eradicate
lacks any importance whatso- Iraq like the Nazis did the Jews.
ever. We should all make a If this were our aim then we
profit on this humorous situa- would be no better than
tion.
Saddam himself.
Obviously, the Iraqis are
I don't wish to answer
dramatically less human than whether thiscountry is right or
Americans. We have an abso- not in going to war. All I claim
lute monopoly on truth and to know is that the death and
I
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misery of our fellow human
beings are not matters from
which the opportunistic capitalist should profiteer. Maybe
lam an idealist, old-fashioned,
or just a inoron, but you don't
sell T-shirts at a war.
P.S. I would like to express
my joy at being present for the
Second Coming of Christ in
the person of Michael De Aloia.
--Terrence P. Regan

. 9-fow ao you fee{ a6ou
tlie 'War in the (ju[forany
tliin/J. else ?
. .·
'Write a [etter to Coffee
'E. 'Jfartman; tfie Perspec
tives 'Eaitor or ca{[ at 745
561.
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Letters to the Editor

'

Senators offer differing opinions
and reactions to the ALIT scandal
'

In response to last week's
column "Running backwards",
I feel the editor-in-chief of the
Newswire, Jennifer Stark, was
extremely off base and
incidently throwing out halftruths like they were cheap cigars. Asastudentgovernment
official, namely a senator, let
me reassure you that there was
no somersaulting through
Roberts' Rules of Order. Jn fact
Ms. Stark, when we go into
closed ~xecutive session as
such, you as a member of the
press, as you call yourself, have
NOrighttobepresent,asstaled
in the st{ident handbook, p. 34
sec. B. Your statement about
the Freedom of Information
Act in the state of Ohio was
good, it even had a couple of
people fooled, but you were in
the wrong.
As a senator, I feel Senate's
responsibility as a whole is to
voicetheopinionsofourfellow
students and try toacton issues
brought before us. It just so
happened that last week when
you were present, we were
discussing Xavier's cheerleaders' tactics, not a life and death
issue, but an act which some
students felt needed to be
changed-so we did. A little
while back, we addressed the
poor quality of subjects the
Newswire wishes to address,
something which unfortunately has not changed and
probably will not any time
soon.
You discused Delta Sigma
Pi in your article, but what you
failed to mention was that
when they (LU:n> held an off
campus bank account, which

by the way is in direct violation of university policy as
stated in the student handbook on p. 38, under student
activities, because it jeopardizesXavier'snon-profitstatus
[sic]. lndoingso,andofficerof
that club was informed on October ·1, 1990, that this was
wrong and did nothing about
it (mainly closing the account)
untiljanuary23, 1991. I'm not
a mathematician, but it appears

As a se11ator, I feel
Senate's responsibility as
a whole is to voice tlte
opi11io11s of our fellow
students aml try to act 011
issues brought before us.

to be a period of almost four
months to act on such a simple
matter. Hence, no flies were
killed with an elephant gun,
just a campus organization being dealt with by SCA. Surely
asa professional journalist Isic I
you can understand this theory
called THE TRUTH.
-Francis R. McMullen

·1

'

One often has to wonder if .1Ln was given a substantial favor of the suspension.)·
the students of Xavier univer- piece of "that pie (pardon the Nothing .changes for ~Ln
sity understand the meaning pun); they are a university or- except that 1) their .budget is
of the following words: "fact" ganization. This university unfrozen (they_ may operate
and "principle". Apparently relies upon its religious nature effectively again) and 2) they
not. As a Xavier Student Gov- for its tax exemption (as a non- get watched a little more
ernment (SCA).Senator, 1 am profit organization) .. .1Ln, a close;y. Big deal. What was
charged with the responsibil- university organization, the alternative? We betrny
ity of acting on those very two knowingly established an off- the trust of all the students we
words when I make decisions. campus, interest bearing bank represent and allow them to
However, Xavier students dea 1 account, thus jeopardizing the get away with this act?
SCA was not at all ~'split
in "sorta kindas"; they have university's non-profit status.
unduly flexible sets .of prin- SCA, specifically the Senate, ting hairs." That the Xavier
ciples, no relevances to fact to had toacton the organization's Newswire would portray SCA
draw upon. The perfect ex- misdeed, or suffer a loss of its as nothing more than a bully
ample is Newswire reaction to relative autonomy. (The Uni- organization is wholly misthe Senate's recent probation versity would not survive the leadingand irresponsible. The
of the Theta Lambda chnpter loss of its non-profit status.) Newswire appears to be con-.
of Delta Sigma Pi (t\ID) hereat So, upon testimony of the t\Ln doning the tenuously applied
Xavier University. It gave the officers, the.Senate investiga- excuse of.ignoranceofthe law
appearance that. the st~1dent tive co1i1mittee recommende,d as ground~ for acq~tittal, and
further'i11ore implying that ·
body is oppos~d to the protec- a 1-year.probation of .1Ln.
Now, it seems to me, the Student Government has no
tion of its own money,and that
SCt\ Senc1tors'Jget their. per;, . whole issue has beei1· blown rigl)t to pro.tL~ct_the univers)ty ..
verse thrills to· balance the out of proportion. No one ·money it is ¢ntrusted with!:
high 1y subjective article offered seems to understand thnt .1IrI That is just. not the "real
to us as news regarding the knowingly committed a cor- world," folks. We were acting
suspension of t\Ln.
rupt act with ui1iversity funds on the principle of honest acEvery clu.b recognized by (any money generated by. a tion, punishment of crime
SCA (with the exception of one) univ~rsity organization is tempered with mercy,and the
is funded from SCA money, university money, going back upholding of the trust or our
and receives privileges such as to the non-profit matter), they consti tu en ts, the populace.
free use of university facilities confessed to as much, as was We based our decisions on
nnd equipment for their activi- revealed in the Senate meeting the facts presented to us by
ties. This all costs money. dated Feb. 4, 1991. All that 011rinvestigntionscommittec,
Where docs this money hail SCA did was to, in effect, say which used the taped testifrom? The university's budget "We're going to keep a specinl mony of .1In, as well as other
which, the less-pampered of eye on you for one year." We documents, as evidence. The
you mny recognize, stems di- could have suspended them, key is, we are here for sturectly from your pockets. SCA we could hav.e disbanded dents, not just excessively
is entrusted with over a quar- them, but we understood that ambitious clubs, hence, our
ter of a million dollars a year to there may have been some ·actions regarding t\Ln. I
facilitate the needs of the ever miscommunication involved, would only hope that this sets
increasing (eighty-two at this so we merely suspended them. the record straight on this
writing) numberofclubs which We were not in favor of any- matter, puts it to rest, and alserve the roles of educators, thing more than a mere sus- lows us to get on with our
entertainers, and so forth.
pension. (Let the record show other business.
Does any body get the idea? that the Senate voted 10-5-1 in
.-Jeffrey J. Miller
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Vill3ge ls a sCatn Justice win bring
After receiving Anne
Massaro'sletterto Villageresidents. and reading the
Newswire'sarticlein last week's
edition, I have some opinions
to voice about these so-called
"adjustments."
. To begin with, Massaor's
letter,concerningVillagerates

Schlenk,residentmanger~fthe"

peace to he Gulf
t.

$58.33increaseoneachleases'
Village, I realized that to keep rent! Also, what about the
our apartment as it is (with parking problems in the Vilthree people) our rent will in- !age lot? If they expect to put
crease by $58.33 each. ~esi~ . more people in some apartdence Life wants to fill flatS ments, aren't they going to
with four people at $250 each~ need more parking? Where
for a total of $1000 per month. are the answers to these imWe pay $875, making the portantquestions?
for1991~92,openedwith,"ltis monthly increase for a flat·
Iwouldnothaveminded·a
with great pleasure that I write $175!!! This is NOT a decrease reasonable rent increase for my
this letter to you ..." What is ofratesifyouaskme.
apartment, but to change a
ple~surable about informing
Anne Massaro and Dr. . previous agreement without
residents of recent increases?
Shriberg may think they "sue- consulting those it may effect
Presently, I live in a three- cessfullyaddressedeachofthe is infuriating. And it lacks reperson flat, paying $275 per concerns," but they are sadly spect. Is Residence Life trying
rilontKWhenlsignedmylease mistaken. Idonotknowwhen torecruitnewtenantsorpush
last spring I was informed that they gathered their informa- them away? They definitely
thiswasanapartmentforthree tion, but not once was Ior my made a wrong and. unethical
people ONLY. My apartment roommates confronted with business decision. If they can't
hastwobedrooms(asingleand questions about lease "adjust- fill the Village, don't they reala double), one bathroom and ments."
.
· ize that creating outrageous
all other amenities, excluding
Theotherchangesaren'tthat rent increases isn't going to
a balcony~ As of January 241 great either. The nine-and bring the money in? Their
. 1991, Residence Life tells me twelve-month leases were e·x- changeswillonlyscareitaway.
myapartlllentisforfourpeople pected, as were discounted • Euphemisms dotl't work
. at $25Q·a month [each); My summer rates. But individual well in colleges; that's what
rootl'\mates and I are happy leases arc a minimal concern you t~ach us. Now let us teach
. \\'!th our living arrangements, co!llpared to rent increases: ·you something: stop telling us
wegetalongwellaridpavefun The included telephone service things through rose-colored
.;;·• ·~2g~~l:t~t;.,,~~e ... ~~~~~.:,t,·,_~tj<J. ',, sou~1d__s great, but _any intelli~ glassesbecause,\~ccai1 see past
'.:c,aren'.L'mterested <iir::a :fotfrth gent person can -telLthat a_ "it.- "If' it's an increa5e, say it;
·. person;_'.~pfdo·~.e-ri~e~ o_ne.
monthly ~20 phone bill per 'don't call Han "adjustment."
After, sp~a~~~~)V•.th Pa~ apartment does not equa~ the . ·.. -~athryn ~·Has!

My friend Fr. Richard Deters, S.J., comments in the Feb.
6th Newswire about my articleintheJan.23issue(which
I actually submitted in early
December).
lwouldliketoclarifywhat
lsaid.First,lthinkweshould
follow just war principles. As
citizensinademocracylthink
we have th~ responsibility of
formingourconscienceon the
war in the Gulf. Fr. Deters
says he is not against the
people of Iraq but against
their President. If our present
warisimmoral,asl and many
others think it is, then the
killing of Iraqi soldiers and
civilians isrnurder. We have
already dropped a greater
tonnage of bombs on Iraq
than was dropped during
theentireSecond World War.
The earth and the Iraqi people
have been wounded seriously ·Refugees crossing into
Jordan have said their chi!~renb~aveb10t slep1t sin,ce the
om mg_ egan. am especiallyoutraged that we would

b~~~-?,nsiderusing"thefuel

ff

an \~::.i~:::~~a~~~rt,~~:~
E~~~~:1~~~~~;:::.~~~

· Resignatmn was a nauseating
display of se1r-c<u1gratllta.tion.''

book of Isaiah in the Hebrew
Covenant (32.17) says "Justice wi_ll bring about peace;
right will produce calm and
security." Unless we arc
willing to work for justice for
all in the Middle East, violence will break out again
after the present military ac-

· ion. The result is only hype.

tion is over. Only a just peace
will be a lasting peace.
Secondly, this would be an
excellent occasion to realize
that especially today iri our
technological age war is obsolete. ThesituationintheMiddle
East is worse today than when
the "war" started, deteriorates
with each passingday,and will
be enormously more complicated when the present action
ceases.
TheSecond Vatican Council
(Pastoral Constitution, #79)
says we must "curb the savagery of war." Pope John Paul
II (World Day of Peace Message
1982 #12) says "War is the
most barbarous and least effective way ;of resolving conflicts." The US Catholic bishops say (The Challenge of
Peace, #334) "War is no longer
viable. There is a substitute for
war. There is negotiation under the supervision of a global
body realistically fashioned to
do its job."
Presently the Unite.d Nations is not realistically fashioned to do its job. Thus we
musteitherreform the present
United Nations or else call for
a world constitutional convention. This is an enormous
challenge given our militaristic attitudes, but with God all
things are possible, and in this
Ignatian year we must strive
for the spiritual freedom to be
open enough at least to consider worl.d peace seriously.
-'-Rev. BenjaminJ. Urmston,
S.J.
Director of Xavier's Programs in Peace and justice

Wits of the week ·
The Perspectives staff apparently salivatesat the prospect of inserting the word
"contr'oversfal" into every
headline: Mr. DeAloia thanks
himself for "sparking the interests" ofstudents by promoting such sensationalism.
Hefails to understand that his
"tenacious ability to anger
P<:ople over.social, economic
and p<>litical issues" is actually
fatuous·. rabble~rousing. It
serves only to bring the Per. -- . --- _____
..
.,_
- .--. . --.... - ---....
- . - - -- - ......
.. . - .. .....
. - .. --.. -. - -. ...
- --- _- ... -~ ..._... --:.

.;.

,;.

,.

"These Am~ricaris will discover that Saddam Hussein is as
. handsome as any star in the Dynasty television serial."
--An Iraqi newspaper quoted in the Wall Street Journal.
"If you can't see I'm from the streets, you're blind, because
the majority of white people can't dance and don't have much
rhythm."
--Vanilla Ice replied when asked if he lied about his
backround.

"Saying Scuds are a danger to a nation is like saying
lightning is a danger to a nation. I would feel more in danger
in a field in south Georgia during a lighh1ing storm than I
would in a Scud attack in Riyadh."
--Army Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, commander-in-chief of
allied forces in the Persian Gulf.
.-_

-_. -_

- -. -_ ·. : -. -- : --- - . - .

.

-.
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Muskies defeat MCC foes
By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier men's basketball team is
back on track after losing three straight
games taking on two Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals. The Muskies
overcame a tough Marquette squad 7166 and downed Loyola 87-74 over the
weekend to remain only one game behind MCC-Jeading Butler.
The game against the Warriors
marked the final time the two teams
will meet as conference foes. It was a
typical game including fouls, turnovers
and wild scrambles for the ball.
"Attacking them more, going for the
ball was part of the plan," said forward
Brian Grant. "We knew they would
come at us. We just played hnrd."
Leading the way for the Muskies
were senior gun rd Jamal Walker, who
has started the last two games in place
of 1'vlichacl Dcivenport. Walker tallied
20 points, fivccissists and five rebounds.
Accoringtococich Pete Gillen, "Jamal
played like the JW I know." Also scoring in double figures were Jamie
Glcidden 08 points, five assists) and
Colin Parker (17 points).
Parker sparked X midway through

Above: Muskie guard
Maurice Brnnt/e1;., takes n
look across the co';1rt as
Marq11ette defender
1-lzmter Atkins keeps his
eye on hi111. Right:
Guard fa111ie Gladden
tries to move around a
Marquette defender as lie
crosses the rnidcourt line.

the game. "I didn't want to go in and
do nothing while on the floor. I had a
chance to spark it up ... and l did to
some extent," said Parker.
On the defensive side, Grant finished with six steals and 10 rebounds:
Aaron Williams grabbed nine
reobunds.
· MU countered with their giant center Jim Mcilvaine (he stands at 7'1 ")
who swatted seven Muskie shots.
"Mcilvaine was a tremendous factor,"
said Gillen.
Against Loyola, the Muskies, especially guard Maurice Brantley, had to
prepare for offensive weapon senior
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , gaurd Keith Gailes, who had been
photo by D.C. Wolff averaging 24.8 ppg. Gailes was able
to get free for 16 points in the first half,
Xavier guard Colin Parker takes a
hitting 8of13 field goals.
shot as Loyola's Grant Moehring
Also a factor in the first hnlf were
Rambler guard Don Sobczak (seven
attempts to block his shot. Aaron
assists), J. Walker (13 points) and
Williamsdefends under the basket.
Parker (eight points).
.
In the second half, the Muskies ad-

justed and found some help for Brantley.
They held Gailes to eight points in the
second half. Xavier's defense held LU to
48 percent field goal accuracy for the
game.
"We had five guys covering Gailes to
helpMauriceoutbecausehewashaveing
trouble with his picks," said Williams.
"We played with a lot of intensity. We
knew we had to win; we can't lose in the
MCC."
For the game, the Muskies shot 64
percent. Williams led the way with 25
point~, lOreboundsadn 2 blocked shots.
J. Walker (18 point), Gladden (16 points)
and Parker (10 points) also contributed
to the offensive attack.
FreshmanDeWaun Rose saw increased playing time over the past two
games. He attributes it to his practices
and the confidence Gillen has in him.
"I feel good. It's good to know the
coach is confident in you. It makes me
want to get up for class," he said. "I just
work hard everyday in practice."
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Lady Muskies look ahead to Evansville

Xavier beats Marquette, ends skid
By Emmett Prosser

The Xavier Newswire
Afterwinningeight straight games,
including four in the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference (MCC), the
Xavier Lady Musketeers basketball
team lost five consecutive home conference games before returning home
to beat Marquette, 81-62, Saturday.
During the skid, the toughest loss
may have been to the Loyola Lady
Ramblers. Thursday night, Xavier
lost a six-point lead with 2:40 to play.
They lost64-62 in the final 30seconds.
"We made some key turnovers in
the last two minutes. We had the
game won and we lost it," said coach
i\'1ark Ehlen. "Loyola ciescrved to win
because they fought harder than we
did."
Before the tough loss at home, the
Muskies ran into conference powerhouse Notre Dame, and the Lady Flyers of Dayton.
"The Dayton game·was humiliating because we weren't ready," responded Ehlen.
Xavier couldn't overcome a 24-2
first half lead even though they played
a 11111rh hetter second half. A tough
road swing hurt the Lady Muskies in
the MCC.
Their record dropped to 4-5 in the
league until a big win against
Marquette got the team back to the
.500 mark.
"We needed to get our confidence

Campbell
did
indeed·
downplay her accomplishment
in favor of the importance of
upcoming games.
"The important thing is to
win as many games as we can,
and this ro<1d trip is going to be
big for us," she responded.
In order to succeed in
tomorrow's game, the Lady
Muskies must stop Evansville's
three-point threat. ·The Lady
Aces arc leading the country in
three-point field goals per game.
"We must come out ment<1lly
tough on defense," s<1id Ehlen.
"If they get hot, we'll be in
trouble."
Another key may be Annette
...,~;;~,
Trcnkamp, who has been out of
action much of the se<1son with
injuries. Her presence on the
court adds depth to the Xavier
photo by D.C. Wolff perimeter.
"Our depth was hurt withLady Muskie Monique Green runs to grab
out Annette.
With her
possession of the ball du ring Xavier's 81-62 win healthy,we have a good guard
against the Marquette u1dy Warriors.
rotation," said Ehlen.
Guard Kiln Blanton thinks
back," said senior forward Julie Trenkamp will help the team down the
Campbell. "It was c_in in11?ortant win stretch. "She'll make us all more effecbecause we needed a boost." .
tive because we'll be able to rest," she
, In the Marquette game, Campbell . said. "When she was out, it hurt us
finished with six rebounds and 12 because we lost some good defense and
points. She eclipsed the 1000-point
scor:ing."
mark in the process.
Blanton herself has reg<1ined her
"Julie worked hard to get them [the
magic
shooting touch by scorii1g 31
1000 points)," said Ehlen. "It's a nice
points
in
the last two games. She exhonor, but I'm sure she would turn the
plained
a
simple
formula fo~ success to
focus toward the team."

~~
·

reach second place in the MCC.
"We must play intense and wiri the
games we should win," she said. "We
should have never lost to Loyola. It
really puts us back."
Ehlen feels defense is the key. "If we
play good defense, good things \Viii
happen," he expl<1ined. "We had our
time. Now it's our turn."

Xavier guard Sheryl Krmpotich
th rows up a shot along the perimeter
against a Marquette defender during
X LI 's win Saturday.

The College Com-orlium for International
Sturlies ts composed ol I 70 American Colleges
Universilies .. Ahoul I 400 studonls particlpaled in ccrs programs in 1989-1990 .

and

What Stanley H. Kaplan
Doesn't Know About
The New MCAT.

.i

If you are cheerful, .energetlc, and like
to work with people, you may have a
future with WHITE CASTLE. We are
acceptingapplications for full or part
time work for our .location at
Wm. H. Taft & Reading Rd. Please
apply Monday through Saturday,
9:00 a~m. - 5:00 p.m.
Flexible Hours·
$4.40 To Start·
Meals While On Duty
P.ree 'Uniforms
Health Benefits
2 Weeks Paid Vacation
Sales Bonus
Profit Sharing
Don't confuse WHITE CASTLE with
other !'Fast Food" jobs.
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~......

STUDYINIRELAND
Fall 1991

St. Patrick's College
Maynoolh, Ireland

University of Limerick
Limerick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Opllon
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required
P.S. Find out what we c/o know
about the new MCAT and
how we can prepare you for it.

SPONSORING COLLEGES
Keene State. College, NH
Mohegan Community College

H. KAPI.AN
JSTANI..EY
Take
OrTake YourCllances
Kaplan

Prof. Wllllam Spofford
Universily ol Wisconsin - Plalleville
308 Warner Hall
·Plauevillo, WI 538818
(608) 342-1726

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico, ·
Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.

Classes begin in Februaury
Call 821-2288 for information

For other locations call
800-KAP-TEST
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Swimlners win, prepare
for MCC -Tournament
By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier men's and
women's swim teams gave a
final farewell to the friendly
confines of the O'Connor
Sports Center pool Saturday in
defeating Morehead State
University.
In preparation for the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
(MCC) Championships next
week, the teams overwhelmed
the MSU squads, 52-41 (men)
and 51-42 (women).
"We kicked butt. Everybody had a good day," said
Susan Hollenbacher, women's
co-captain. "Morehead is not
strong. They have no depth
and wedo."
For the seniors on the teams,
it was an especially emotional
day. They were honored by
coach Tassos Madonis and
their teammates for their
dedication to the teams over
the four years,.::
.
"It was nea·t because it was
the last meet for the seniors,"
said men's co~captain Dan
Mikula. "A lot of family
members were there. Tassos
gavethegirlsflowersand made
a speechaboutall the seniors."

The senior members are
men's co-captain Phi 1Su mme,
Rich Mizak, John Fischer, Jim
Banks, women's co-captains
Hollenbacher and Joanne
Wissman, Patty Nieto, Leanne
Winnefeld and Elizabeth
Walsh.
"I had seen it done in previous years. It was interesting
that I was now going through
it, especially the timing now
with 99 days until graduation.
It was neat that Tassos recognized all the seniors," said
Mizak.
Madonis also gave the seniors their choice of events in
which to compete. "Swimming
different events was fun. It
was fun because we won," said
Hollenbacher.
Mikula added, "John
IFischerl wanted to race me in
the500freeand he did." Mikula
won that race although his
"time was slow."
Although the teams are currently tapering, certain individuals set persona I bests.
Walsh broke her timein the200
backstroke. "For this time of
year, she had a great time. She
loo~ed ·
g()Od,"
said
Hollenbacher.
Hollenbacher set a lifetime
best in the400 Individual Medley (IM), shaving four seconds

off her old time. Winnefeld's
times in the 50 and 500
freestyles were also personal
bests.
Jason Tinker and Summe
had good times in the 200
backstroke and John Colegrove
did well in the 200 IM.
According to Madonis,
Colegrove (500 freestyle) and
Summe (200 IM) had excellent
swims against Wittenberg on
Wednesday guiding the men
to a 50-45 victory.
These past two wins have
given the teams more confidence as they focus entirely on
the MCC Championships.
Their practices include a lot of
stretching, short sprinting exercises, films and mental
preparations.
"The, teams are swimming
okay for being tired. We're
trying to do easy swims, refine
techniques and rest as much as
possible-that's our biggest
thing," said Madonis. "We try
to remind them of whatthey~ve
learned. They have to create
mental images of the rnces so
that they're not tense wl1en
they get there."
The team is looking to finish
_second behind Notre Dame.
But Madonis responds, "We
can only control our own destiny."

Congratulations,
Muskies!
The Xavier swim teams were
honored ·at halftime of the
Muskies-Warriors game
Thursday for their success in
the classroom. The men's
team posted the best grade ·
point average (3.13) in the
country after the spring.
semester.
The women
finished fourth.

Veterans missing as XU boxers meet rivals
.

By Lena Ina

The Xavier Newswire
In preparation for the Midwest Regional Championships
next month, Xavier's boxing
team held up its own Friday
even without its veterans
against rivals Miami (MU) and
Ohio University (OU).
With Olympic champion
Larry Donald and form~r
featherweight champion
George Foster in attendance,
the announced lineup for the

evening brought moans frori1 the Muskies managed to get
the audience. Xavier coach · two boxers into the ring.
Rollie Schwartz had to scratch Freshman Pat Dillon (185
a few boxers from the lineup pound weight class) went up
because of unequal weight against Pat Bowen of OU. It
classes and illnesses.
was only Dillon'ssecond fight.
"Our best athletes were not
Both boxers came out jabavailable," Schwartz ex- bing aggressively. In the secplained. "[Brenrian] Maloney ond round, Dillon's nose beis out with his hurt shoulder. gan to bleed, but he managed
[Tim) Coyne and [Chris! to finish the match. He won in
Nealon have the flu and we a split decision, 2-1.
cou Id n' t get matches setup for
"The first round I was slow,"
George Haddad, Juan Linares said Dillon. "In the second
and Scott Henderson."
round, I could tell that my nose
Although "handicapped," was broken, but I just held up

.

my right hand to protect it. I ter use out of their jabs, they'll
didn't want to stop the fight." do fine," said Dr. John
The other Muskie fight pit- Comparetto, XU team trainer.
ted Peter KlekampagainstJohn
The teams will face again
Mitchell from OU. It didn't Thursday, hoping to get their
make it past the first rourid. best boxers bouts in preparaThe referee had to stop the ac- tion for next month's tournation once for Klekamp to ori- ment. Expected to compete
ent himself. Soon after, the are Air Force Academy, OU,
referee ca !led the bout and MU and Cincinnati. Schwartz
Mitchell was declared the is still unsure of the team's full
winer.
strength.
"We have really good talent
Schwartz said, "We don't
on this team. These two guys really know our progress right
have ways to go, but if thcv now, but we're working really
stick to the basics getting bet- hard."
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Visions of XU Intratnurals
MONDAY
Dispersions
Mud hens
Stud Misses
Meat
We Came to Dunk
Tattcx>'s

.9lero6ics .91.nyone?
The O'Connor Sports
Center is now offering
aerobic sessions five days
a week for all interested.
All sessions meet in the
mulfr-purpose in theOSC:
Each session lasts two
hours and costs $2. For
more information contact
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday: noon -1 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday:
6:15-7:15

Tuesday and Thursday:
4:15-5:15

I - -CompuType- - I
I (Letter perfect typing) I
I Term papers, Resumes; Photo I
·
Copying, etc.
I
Reasonable Rates.
I

L - - 24.2..:a~ ~ - - .J

·•niSTiNCT.iv'.E'dtns·:·•

··•·••P~om~sYc()id hes ahd'·
•'~ittsets·c;i.retaW prices;.

·~::.':~~:::~s~7~T~~rJ1J~'"=~<?~,· .•
(

SERVICE 21 )

LET US CUSTOMIZE YOUR
COVEi{ Ll'.:"ITERS AND
PAPERS \VITll OUR worm
l'IWCESSING/LJ\SEI~

. PRINTING SE:RVICE 860-

TUESDAY
1-0
No Hops
·1-0
Fightin Amish
1-0
Hang Ten
1-0
Tall Boys
·1-0
Project Ference
Purple Reign-Cinderella 2 ·1-0
Meister
0-1
0-1
Dry Heaves
0-1
Hockers
0-1
The Silver Bullets
0-1
Pall Bearers
0-'l
The Last Chance

Among the favorite
activities on the
Xavier campus are
intramural sports.
Acitvity takes place
year fong.
Pietured: students
participate in
intramural floor
hockei;.

CO-REC
The Living Baseheads
Put it in the Hole
Bimbos

&

Scholarships
Hotline
1-900-776-6789

1-()

0-1
0-0

1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

THURSDAY
The Skid Marks
Wart Hogs
L.O.D.V.
Desert Storm
Disciples of Olliges
Glenbeigh Packers
Team Wolf Blitzer
The Stooges
Irish Gardeners
Fu II Court Press

1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

WOMEN
Ladies Only
36 D's
Shawnda's Team
Kristen's Team

1-0
0-l
0-0
0-0

MANRESR 1991
. ,·Application Packets for ·
Student Director for Manresa
1991 will be available on
Thursday, February 7, 1991.
Core Position applications will
be available on Thirsday, February 14, 1991. See Sally
Watson, Student Development
Center 745-4893.

~
~·

'!.

,j

10% Discount to all XU
students on all
I
Supe~ Aytinal
..
PRESCRIPTIONS PLUS Fl~EE 1
I Theraput1c VITAMIN
.
.
I
and MfNERAL
Thern10meter
wrth
coupon.
1
1 Bring in this coupon
1 for a FREE sample of

-------~--------------'

--.~.:.~

1991BSN
STUDENTS.

~VE:ter the Air Force

. . immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call

HAIRCUT

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT (513) 426-2116

/i111 iterl 1i111e, 011r re,~11/ar(1' /Jl'iced S. W / lairc111 1:~ now y\'20.
'IZ1is i11c/11des 0 J11s11/1a1 ion, .\Zia111/J<JU, I lairc111, a11d I Jest;~ner /oi'nisb.
i\t '{{i/t1h!e 11'it/I selected stylists. r:al/ todr(1 1.fi ir m 11\fJfJ< iii// 111e111.

4426

Grants

·1-0
1-0
1-0
0-1
0-'l
0-1

6-FT & UNDER
The Total Package
Umbros Make 'Em Big
Wart Hogs II
Wicked Ale II
Wild Stallions Return
Shore Patrol
Hooters
Shepherds

HJ/' a

Phyllis
AT

THE
MAD
321-1300 I Hyde Park

SON
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The Neglected Masterpiece Films and

The peaceful Puff of Peter, Paul & Mary. The teaching of Br. Pryor

...

By Mick Clay
Contributing writer

"

ff~

This, I promise the reader,
will not be the ordinary concert review. It will entertain,
provoke thought, and guide
you through the musical experience of Peter, Paul & Mary
thatisasalivc, meaningful and
potent as it was when it started
over three decades ago ...

I must have been near the age of
five when my mother first started
playing Peter, Paul & Mary's
"Puff the Magic Dragon" to entertain me. I remember singing
along to' Puff,' that dragon became
my babysit fer, that dragon became
my friend.
J can picture the time mom
turned the volume down to speak
with the police officer friend who
advised her to remove that "funny
flower" from her window. lean
still recollect the day when mom
turned Puffoffand mademewatch
Ni~on' s resignation and the final
p111/-011t from Vietnam, claiming
"Wh11t you are watchirig is history." Yes indeed, the times they
were a changin'.
And indeed the times changed.
I grew up, I lost Puff the Magic
Dragon and Little Jackie Paper.
And that history I watched on TV
was never taught in high school.
For some strange reason, the
teacher would always stall around
the Industrial Revol11tion, maybe
afraid to expl11in what they lived
through, maybe it was 11n 11voidance of a period in history for
which the text is still not absolutely
clear.

rediscoverthcreasonofpeace.
·· UnlikcVictnam, there ·is a
clear and observable enemy iil
Sadaam Hussein. Peter Yarrow said "it's a timeofambivalence, "but the songs played
Sunday night called for soul
searchingand plcntyoftissues.
Within the first set, P.P. & M
played "Puff the Magic
Dragon," we, ns a crm·vd, began to sing. We snng boldly,
rccnpturing the love tong since
buried by the realities of
adulthood for that rascal Puff.
The children of the boomcrs
smiled, while their parents remembered
innocent
imaginings. To cheer us up,
Yarr.ow confirmed our hopes
that Puff was still alive, of
course, Puff is older but still
"lives by the sea."
The crowd \·vas alive, we
were alive, safe, and being liberal. Simon Leis and the
thought police were i1owherc
to be found. Later, Mary
Travers told thecrowd that P.P.
& M celebrated their 25th Annivcrsarybybeingarrestedfor
peaceful protest.

tors, "When will they ever
learn?".
. Of course therewas humor,
· P~ P. & M. wouldn't have us
crying all night. They made us
laugh at life, middle-aged
, parenting,~~aldncss, republicans and "}hippies in the sky."
But also, in keeping with
libernlfolktradition,thcysang
of Mnrtin Luther King Jr.,
Nelson Mnndela, the strife in
Northern Irela11d and the despcration of El Salvador. Then,
they brought out the hammer
powerfully singing "If I had a
hnmmer," as we sang al01)g
out "a love between our
brothers nnd sisters all over
this land.
Astnndingovationfollowed
our chorus of "Blowin' in the
Wind" and even P.P. & M.
applauded the audience and
their ha rmoniousefforts to find
the answers. We·rose to our
feet again during the closing
song "This Land," (written by
Woody Guthrie), and danced
in the aisles, ending the show
with a barrage of hoots,
whistles and claps.
Now it'stimetothinkagain.
P.P. & M. have played for four
decades, the music and themes
have withst<x>d the tests of time
and aging. My mother and I
. smiled at one another, hoping
we could find the answers that
blow in the wind, hoping never
to ask where the flowers have
gone, hoping for the reason of
peace, k)ve and justice, knowing that musical experience
was genuinely true, and
knowing the mngic of Pufi will
always be.
This is dedicated to mom
and Blake Muellerof the82nd

Last Sunday night, the focus became clearer when my
mother and land a ncarlysoldout crowd sang, "the answers
my friend, are blowin' in the
wind," somberly, remind fully
and in harmony with LandThe war came to the heart
mark folk group, Peter, Paul &
Mary (P.P. & M) at the Cincin- and caused tears again when
nati Music Hall. "These are Yarrow spoke of the impcndtrying times," theysaidattheir ingground war and thedeaths
third show since the Persian that may follow. Deaths that
may occur to some children
Gulf War began.
For two sets lasting nearly whose parents were among us.
three hours, the crowd, Death of friends. It was then
sprinkled with young and that the group broke into
elderly but mostly middle- "Where Have All the Flowers
aged babyboomers, stopped Gone?" Thcvoicesoithecrowd
ducking the scud and cruise cracking with emotion hitting
missiles, although never for- the lines "where have nil the
getting. P.P. & M provided the soldiers gone? Cone to grnvejolt of peaceful questioning, yardscvcryone ... " and the line
plus the time losing along and directed at the wnrs instiga)_____________________ ,__·__ .,;·--.~~-------------·------------------·---------~
I

'

Contemporary Jesuit Artists."
Also, he is working on a mural
The Xavier Newswire
at J's Seafood Restaurant in
Hyde Park. While working on
"Life is the common de- the mural, Brother Pryor renominatoryou'.vegot left when ceives input form the onlookyou combine art, music and ers·and admits that their input
literature," says Brother Jerome will have an effect on the finPryor about the inter-disci- ished product.
plinary form of teaching ... his
In this month's New Orlean
form of teaching.
's Revilw Brother Pryor has had
Brother Pryor, who has been published an in-depth asthetic
with Xavier for almost twenty analysis of the film Due/in the
years, currently teaches Hu- Sun. The article talks about the
manities courses through use 'film's condemnation and hmv
·of film. "I use films to under- people, fourty years after its
line and drama.tizc cultural release, should lookat itobjec·
.
patterns ... and to teach people tively.
art, music and literature: Film
Next fall, Brother Pryor will
tics all these together."·
be teaching four Humanities
His upcoming film series, courses: Hunters to Knights,
"Neglected Film Master- which will deal with the old
pieces," w.ill focuson these five Stone-Age tot he Middle Ages;
idioms: Realism, Romanticism, Young Love to Ecclesiaticism,
Expr_essionism,St1rrealismand which will focus on the ReClassicism.·
naissance to the 20th Ccnt.ury;
Aside from his teaching cn- and Romai1Ce in thl'. Movies,
recr, Brother Prvor is an artist which will teach two semester
and writer. Hiss~ulpture, ,,·Ark · (,f 19th centurv Ron1anticism.
of the Covenant," is now on These classe~ will discuss
exhibit nt The Bank of Boston "culture history ns seen in the
Gallery with the "Exhibition of movies."
By Molly A. Donnellon

Feb. 15 Realism: A
Cold Wind in.AuguSt
(1961) In this hauntingly beautiful film,
Lola Albright gives a
wonderful performance as a stripper
who seduces a young
boy and finds in him
an ccstacy she had
never known before.
Feb. 22 Romanticism: Lilith (1964)
Warren Beatty, Jean
Sc berg,
Anne
Meacham, Peter Fonda,
Brother Jerome Pryor
and Kim Hunter star in
thisfilm version ofSalamanca's best-seller. The best film of
both its director, Robert Rossen, and its star, Jean Scbcrg, it
tells the story of inmates if a mental institution and their
relationship with the staff.
March 1 Expressionism: Crimes of Passion (1984) The
story of a detective who investigates a prim designer .
(Kathleen Turner) to find she is living a double life as a
prostitute by night. ken Russell's best film features a fine
performance by Turner, and Tony Perkins, as a minister,
doing his stock-in-trade demented character. Shown
complete.
March 8 Surrealism: Cloak and Dagger (1984) A young
boy gets involved in espionage. His father and make
believe hero are both played by Dabney Coleman.
March 15 Classicism: Duel in the Sun (1947) This film
rec~i ~cd .the worst review of any of David Selznick's films,
yet 1t 1s h1~ greatest, combining romantic and expressionist
elements ma powerful Artistotelian classical structure.
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Materialissue, 'worth a listen'

A dut1l exhibition will be dispbyed t1l Xavier University Art Gallery beginning February 15
t1nd ending March 1, 1991. Linda Cuen will exhibit her work in fibers, mid Britany Baker will
show drawings. Both artists lt1ke their inspiration from water. .
Linda Coen admires it'ssimplicity, patience and beauty, t1nd sees in it continual change. This
change, relative to her own life experience, is reflected in herevcrcht1nging forms. At the st1rne
time she looks upon the act of creation as bringing order out of disorder.
Britai1y Baker sees in water the medium if surrender and transition, the place of resid~nce
between one level of understanding and the next. She sees her work beginning in water,
mirroring its environment, capturing its many reflective moods.
\•,~

EVERYBO.V:'S r~corc;ts, tapes,
I WE BUY & SELL
•
•

'

I

•

RIDGE RD.

HUGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS
•ROCK •SOUL
•JAZZ
•METAL •ALTERNATIVE •BLUES
•PUNK •OLD R&B
•OLDIES

Materialissue's Jim Ellison, Mike Zelenko and Ted Ansani
By Michael DeAloia

The Xavier Newswire

The pop explosion start with
the tune "Valerie Loves Me."
Ellison explains the inspiration
of the song. "There was a girl
named Valerie who lived in
the apartment above my par. en ts. I thought she was really
. hip and cool and I'd fantasize
about her coming down stairs
to see me .. :" Intuitively he
understands that some things
are better left unsaid. How-

With hazy guitar riffs, easy
bass chords, thumping drums
and easy, but happy-go-lucky,
lyrics that are reminiscent of
otheI_ popu tar alternative
bands (R.E.M., Love and
Ro.ckets, Flesh for Lulu)
Materialissue hits the natfonal .
music scene with its first alALBUM REVIEW
bum "International Pop Overthrow:" Materialissue plays
with a fevered passion that one ever, the rnassive pop wave.
usually finds in ~eteran bands. ·doesn't end there with "Crazy"
': .. ,M,aterialissu~. is h(lrd)y a .. the listener is inundated with ...
I.
noviec band~ Thev forme'd in . Atyi1kal pop song with~ qif1985 in the Mccca'of the Mid- ferent pop flair, !.couldn't necwest rock scene-Chicago. The essarily put my finger on it band ·is comprised of three put it was great fun trying to
nouveau "pop stars" who figure it out. A very catchy
might have found their rock song indeed. M_aterialissuc's
niche ns promoters of easy lis- soon to be <rnthem, "lnterna"
tening'70'spop. (Jellyfish,out tional Pop Overthrow," is nil
ofSanFran,hasthesamesound abuzz with a blurry, yet furiplayed with a bitmoresoul but ous, guitar sound and et1sy
no more conviction.) When lyrics. The album suffers t1 bit
asked whyMaterialissueplays with the completely boring.
suchaneasysouna,leadsinger ballad, "Very First Lie." A
and guitarist Jim Ellison said, mistake that i1ewcomers are
"We thrive on that sound. Now bound to make.
If you're having co-ed
we wanna throw pop back in
people'sfaces."
>
slumber party or just having
Ellison is true to his word. furi with friends pli!ying
Along with bassist Ten Ansani Twister, this album is a must.
and drummer Mike Zelenko; If you're a true music aficioMaterialissuerevsupniftypop nado then perhaps this album
tunes that you find yourself should be in your collection.
singing throughcout the live- Regardless, this band jams hard
long day.
and is worth a listen. ·

lxl
~

HEARLD AVE.
DANAAVE.

. NEW & USED COMPACT DISCS
"VOTED THE BEST RECORD STORE IN CINCINNATI" by ONCINATL MAGAZINE" 1987

ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS
MON. -SAT 11-9
SUN 12-6

]ii.

THEGtEMAMRIC~

INSURANCE CitOUP
STRENGTH WITH INTEGRITY.

531·-4500

6106 MONTGOMERY RD.
(AT RIDGE) CINTI .. OH

Learn more about our Commercial Insurance
Management Program:

Ma~eting

F~bruary

16
Minority Jol;t Fair
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'The silence of the lambs' a true taste of psychological thriller
By Kent Thompson

The Xavier Newswire
If I h<icl to sum up the experience of viewing this
sc<ison's psychologic<il thriller
extrnorclin<irc "The Silence of
the L<imbs" the one word that
I would use is intense!
From its first frame this
movie grnbs you <ind t<ikcs
control of your mind. You're
PART - TIME COLLECTOR
Telephone contact with customers who are dolinquent one to two payments. Good communica.

lions skills. aggressive and able to work in an online environment. Hours M • F 5:30 pm· 9:00 pm,
Sat. 8:30 am. 2:30 pm. Complete application at

any banking center location or call 579-539 I.

A
s
T
FUNDRAISJNG
PROGRAM
$1000 in just one week.

F

Earn up to $1000 for your
campus org<inization. Plus a
chnnce at $5000 more! This
program works! No
investment needed. Call 1800-932-0528 Ext. 50

Is your time valuable
to you? /[so, it's time to
get paid for it! [le your.own
boss. set your own hours,
parL or full time. Marketing Revolutionary Health
Care Products. Free training and ongoing assistance.
If you are outgoing and
need money, take advantage
of this opportunity now!
CALL 742-9632.

Off-Campus

Housing
Walk to campus

~
5 H~at
Parking
Cable Hook-up
$245 and up

Oxford Apts.
1005 Dana Ave.
Call A.B. at
861-5928
474-0449

not free to think wonder or
fear. You've been kidnapped
by one of this years most crca ti vc di rectors .
In addition to the incredible
directing, this film nlso boasts
n cnst which is pncked full o'
talent., including Ac<idemy
Award winning nclress Jodie
Foster. She portrnys C<idc;t
Starling, a FBI trainee clrnftccl
to he! p the Bureau solve <i series
of gruesome murders <rncl

capture the serial killer who's oned for life Lectur's "hobby"
responsible for them.
is gettffig ,into peoples mitids
In order identify the killer, ai1d driving them insane ..
Starling needs thcassistanceof Starling and.Lectur play mind
this century's most bril liantn nd games ~vith each other
sndistic killer, Dr. Hannibal throughout the film, each tryLectur(portrayed by Anthony ing.to one-up the other.
Hopkins). Known to the pub- .
Each scene in the film is more
lie. ns 1-i<:itrnibal the C<innibal, intense then the' last. And
Dr. Lcctur was a brillant psy- you're likely to jump out of
chiatrist who begnn to eat your se<it by the movie's cJic
people he didn't particul<irly max ... if you last that long .. ·
care for. C<iught and imprisOne of the most nmazing

aspects.about this movie is that

·it is not terribly violent. The
most intense moments of the
movie involve only yo.ur
iningination.
Overall thisfilm isa winner.
You'll be glued to your scat.
Trust me you'll be to nfraid to
use the bathroom! And though
it is two-some~odd-hou rs long
it goes fost, real fost. So enjoy it
could very we)I be one of the
best film's of the season.
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'llniversa[ Pictures
roya[{y presents
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JOHN GOODMAN· PETER O'TOOLE

••·!from tfiem to you, ');fessages o' Love
To Baby Alex,
The most precious gift
of life. I love you.
•
-Auntie Daina

To Micky,
Happy Anniversary, pal.
Welcome to a lifetime of
Autumn Saturdays in •
Antioch. I love you.
-Mad.
•

To ;'Flo Nightingale"
Any Crimean soldier
wpould've given his right
arm for your nurturing
(and your Gatorade). Yu
tebya lyublyu.
-Uk-Uk

Reminder to all
Club Presidents ...

Suzy B.
One day, when the sky
parts, the sun comes out ilnd
gas returns to 29¢, a grn ncl
meal wil be served for two,
me & you.
.
•
-D. StubE.

•

Alex,
•·
Someday when you
read this, you'll understand how much Mommy
loves you and misse~ you
whilewe were apart.

If vou would like
your dub pictured in
the 1990-19.9'1 Xavier
'Yearbook, )}lease co'ntact the Yearbook staff
at 745-3832.
Our photographer
can attend your meeting, but you must setup
an appoinmel1t.
The deadline is
March 8, 1991.
Call us soon. Thank
you.
.I

To the staff oi The Xavier

Newswire,
I couldn't do <iny of this
without you-and r wouldn't
want to. You arc some of the
most hard-working and
dedicated people I've ever
met. Thank you and enjoy
Valentine's Day. We're not
printing next week!!
-Jenn-ster
•

•

To the Jenn-ster
Jenn-a-Jen-den-den,
making copies at the
copier. Jenmeister at the
copier with a valentine
fromthe old Bongo.
-Bongo

•

'Torfay at 4:30, 'Tfi.e Xavier 'J{g,wsiuile
wiff 6e giving aiuay mini-posters anrffifty
free passes, each. arfmitting tiuo, to a
premier of "'l(jrrg 2\Ji{pfi". 'Tfie passes are
gooc{for tonigfit 's screening on[y at 7:30 at
the Sfiowcase Cincinnati.
·• ·i}.£O:Jrfi:rTl.[Jt TIO'Jl j:o'}(ffefS
1

Sugar 'n' Spice
3500 Reading Rd.
.- -

-· -

-

-!·- -

-

281-0085
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

I

Bring in this coupon for a FREE sample of Super
~Aytinal.Theraputic VITAMIN and MINERAL
TABLETS
,

,

I

- -...... -·- --·- -- -- -- ---- ---r-~~-~~-----~---------~
I.

I
I

,,

~=- •··. - .-, .·

•

10 % OFF

:

I
I

Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creativ~ sandwiches,
~---.homemade cheesecake,
<,~..¥:1'117 and much, mu.ch· more!
~.__

~~J A Cincinnati tradition since 1941

J

····r~~
1
l

I

----------------------·

ruJib a0ciifa6Ce··· ·a.t ·•-·.Hfe

Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables

: ~7
'e ·~\
~,)·-~
.. ~~,,.¥~)

· · 10% o'iscomit to all XU students on
all PRESCRJPTIONS PLUS FREE
Thermometer with coupon.

for T~iic4~raft4e Year qre

OPEN EVERY DAY 7. A.M. - 3 P.M .

FREE
I
I
I
I

Restaurant

4381 Reading Rd, (between Tennessee Awi. & Victory'Parkway
Across from Natorp's
C1ncmn.Jti Magazine's t984 Best Breakfast Awan1,

Minutes from Xavier University, Reasonable p11ces!

242·3521

Z.~§f:~t!f:V:>. :~m:

:

i~~-'1:;

WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS
Earn up to $1 O/hr.
Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours.
Only
ten positions
available. Call now 1-800950-8472 Ext. 20 (Barb)

:

I

--.._- .. ·--- -- -- ·:.-: -- ·: : ·:-: '7:: :- '
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Legal experts call for policy clarification
.

-

Higher-education officials being issued to "prevent dis- ported with institutional funds, believe their institutions arc press releases, Mr.Olivas said,
and legal experts say the Edu- ruption to the efforts of col- and that the Education operating minority scholar- left Mr. Williams "without the
cation Department's latest po- legesand unive_rsities to attract Department's policy would ships that would violate the statutory or regulatory ausition on the the legality of mi- minorities to their campuses apparently eliminate those Education Department's thority to speak on the issue."
Mr. Olivas and c:>ther legal
nority scholarships is so and to reassure students that awards. He said losing the policy. Mr. Scully said th'e
no scholarships that have al- scholarships would be espe- foundation would investigate scholars, predicting that the
muddled that it is useless.
They predict that the issue ready been awarded, whether cially harmful to private col- the complain ts 11d bring them Education Department stateto the attention of the Educa- ments would eventually be
will have to be clarified in the in thecurrentycarorin a multi- leges.
courts, by further Education year cycle,...-...------------------------~ tion Dcpart- shelved, said colleges should
goright on offering minority
ment.
Department actions, or by will be affected in
Non-Need Based Scholarships for Minority
rf
the scholarships.
Congress.
A spokesman at the EducaIn themeantime,collegesare any way."
Students at 4 year private colleg.es
department's
tion
Department said last week
Thus
far,
civil-rights
taking a cautious approach on
that.no
one in the department
the issue. Some are altering the la test
office does
was
willing
to answer any
policy
has
198
7-88
not
respond
their minority scholarships,
questions
about
the policy.
not
reasto
the
comwhile others are keeping the
plaints, Mr.
Many political observers
scholarships and waiting for sured many
p e op I c. 1---------------~
Scully said, have predicated that Lamar
more developments.
the group Alexander, President Bush's
The Educatio11 Depart- Michael A. 1988-89
may · file nominee to become Education
ment'spositiononscholarships
lawsuits.
Secretary, will reverse the
that are available only to mi- Olivas,
professor ofa
The Uni- policy. Mr. Alexander has not
law at the1-----------------~
nority students is as follows:
versity of said what he wilrdo. Bat at a
·• Colleges receiving federal _ University 1989-90
H6uston's press conference with Presifunds may administer mino_r- of Houston h!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!l!!!!!!l!l!!!!!!l!l!!!!!i!!l!IJ!ll!!!!!!!l!l!l!i!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!l!l!!!!!i!!!!!!!!!!!!l!li!!iill!!!!!!l!l!l!l!!!!!!!I
a
-----------------Mr. Oli~as .. dent Bush, Mr. Alexander said
ityscholarshipscr~ated by pri- and_
s~id
the -minority scholarships had
vate gifts in which. the doiior staunch 1---------'------------'--~
. .. . .
four-year . "helpcdminoritystudentswho
has restricted the: use of _the supporter 1990-91
~:
··
money to minority scholartf,a_i:i s i ti on _.,,w_ere poor get a college educapei-iod was,\ -rilin.;, '·
-:·
·
·
ships. __
sofc minority
h o Ia rSource: College Board :· ·
"an ai'tifiIf Mr. Alexander does not
• Thedepartmentwill not rule s· h i p S
on minority scholarships sup- called it "a strange retraction
Because they charge higher cially contrived, face-saving reverse the policy, Congress
·'
may. Movesarealreadyafoot
ported by state and local gov- of sorts that neither clarified tuition than public institutions, device."
Furthermore,· Mr. Olivas to do so, either through a freeernments.
what the issue was nor made private colleges need the
• The Education Department clear what is permissible and scholnrships to attract minor- said, the department over- stn11ding bill or through
stepped its authority through- amcndmer1ts to other civility students, he said.
will give colleges four years to what's not."
·
rights bills; the reauthorization
. M.r. Rosser also said the out the controversy.
John C. Scully, counsel to
review their Scholarship proNew policies, he said, must of the Higher Education Act,
grams. During that period, the the Washington Legal Foun- Education Department's policy
department will not undertake dation, a group that believe vvould prevent colleges th" t be developed through the or the appropriations bill for
compliance reviews to deter- minority scholarships arc ille- created a scholarship for a mi- standard regulatory process, the Education Department.
mine whether colleges are fol- gal, said: "The clarification ob- noritygroupiromchanging the which involves issuing prolowing the new interpretation viously still needs_ to be clari- _scholarship -if the minority posals and allowing the public
of the law on minority scholar- fied. A lotof it doesn't make group became wall repre- to comment on them.
Story by Scott.Jaschik, The
ships.
sented at the institution. "This
sense."
Announcing policies i11 Chronicle of Higher Education:
The new pol icy differs from
Mr. Scully added: "We're is really ridiculous," Mr. Rosser
an earlier one, announced last very disappointed. Their first _said.
month, that said almost all mi- policy was both good policy
He also said the four-year
nority scholarships were ille- and a correct statement of the transition period was contragal: Thatannouncementcame law. Now they have bad policy dictory. The Education Dein warning from the depart- and they've substituted poli- partment said _it would allow
ment to the Fiesta Bowl that tics for good law."
colleges to continue their curMany college officials have rent practices, but Mr. Rosser
minority scholarships it
planned tocreatemightbeille~ questioned the distinction that noted that the department also
3964 Montgomery
gal. Lawmakers, civil-rights the latest policy makes between said it would investigate arid
NoI'Wood, Ohio45212
leaders, ad educators widely · minority scholarships financed act upon ariy complaints filed
.criticized the policy and the by gifts and similar awards with.it; Since the controversy
631~7630
White House ordered a review. paid for with institutional will undoubtedly prompt
, (formerly Rob byJ o's)
At a press confe~ence to an- furids. Such ad is ti nction, they complaints, Mr. Rosser __said,
"•':..
nounce. the latest ~nterpreta said;.has no legal basis and is colleges are not protected by
:tion, Michael L. Williams, As- alsopoor policy.
the four-year grace periOd.
: sistant Secretary of Education
Richard F. Rosser, president
Indeed, the Washington Le· forcivil rights, said his original of the National Association of gal Foundation's Mr. Scully
policy wa~ "legally Correct" Independent Colleges and said his group has already re.
.· .·
.
..
Universities, said that most ·ceived complai1lts from stubut"politically naive."
He said the new.policy was minority scholarships are sup- dents across. the country who

a
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CATCH SOME RAYS
TAN:NING SPA
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Newl)-eds n'ew bulbs
10% off with ad
'
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Helping support the t:roops with pen and paper
Whether individual, campus· group, club or organization, you can h_elpour troops in
the Gulf region with letters.
How, you may ask?
x;avier Student Development Office has organized a
campus-wide writing campaign tomanyofthememebers
of the 82nd Airborne. Organize your morning study
group, your wing mates 'and
your intramural basketball

team and write one of these
service men. The address is:

PV2 Richard Aquilar
PFC Darrin Ashmore
PFC Eric Bussett
DCompany,
PV2 Thomas Bill
2nd BATTALION,
PV2 Darrell Birkes
325 AIR
SPC Clayton Blackburn
82nd AIRBORNE DIVISION ·PFC Thad Brandt
APO, NY09656
PFC Chawn Brinson
SPC Norman Brown
If you have any questions, PFC Eric Carlisle
please contact David Coleman PV2Jay Conley
at745-3205. Supportour troops PV1 DanielDeilke
with your letters.
PFC Juan Estaysalinas

PV2 Carl Frazier
PV2 Shane Gilbert
PV2John Haines
SGT Eric Hart
PFC Phillip Hoover
SPC G~orge Jackson
SPC Floyd Kamradt
1 LT Richard Kan nay
1 LT Christopher Kendziena
PFC Robert Kromer
PFC Kevin Kurtz
PFC Brian Markham
SPC Norman Marr

SGTDarron Miller
PFC Jorge Ordaz
PFC William Poe
PFC Michael Porter
PVT Frank Reddy
PVT James Riffe
PVT Eduardo Rodriguez
PFC Kenneth Rosenthal
PVT Paul Rosie
SPC Johi1 Roth
SPC Karl Seidel
SPC Brian Sly
PVT Kevin Tribbett
PV1 Landon Varnell
SPC Steven Wills
SGT Patrick Wise

Univeraty of Wisron9n
rtatteville

0
•••

Emph-in
UbniAm
lntnalioilal BusiC.O..IW Paii.ble In Spai1b

Ifyou're an off- c~mpus student, .
-• ~--- . ..
._ getthe A1&T CaJJing Ca~. and your firstc~II .1s (re~~
· There's no better timeto speak your mind. Because
nowwhen you get your free AT&T calling card, you'll
g(!t your firs_t _15 7mioute call free'!' ·.
..
.
< ,
>i •• ·
>
With your AT&Tcallzng card,
:;.l~.:(::s_,~,., you can call fromalmostanywhere
; :~>:>:;~%?s~~!, .... . to anywhere.· And
you can keep
.. ,:~<srtvC,,c9x,::-:;-~;-,~·:-·:::.:-;:$·'
>' 83b• aoo . b,8.JV!l;U-.;.__., your card , eve
n I'f 1uou. . mO"e
and
•
·;:;~_;-;r,4~:;r.;f:.~::t,,;~ get a new phone number. ·
,~

'

.

.

.

Auency in Sp111i1b not rtquired

. . . Our qtllihg card 1s part of the AJ'&TStudent Saver
R~ program, a·wt10le package of products and services
designed to mak~ a student'~ b!.!dget go ~~i: ·
.. So lookforAT&Tcallzng cardapplicauons on
campus. Or caij us at t;soo 525!7955, Ext. 655.
And letfreedom nng'.
.
·. ..· .• •. . . . . .· • . . . •
•
~ Helm11g .~ake college hfe a httle easier.

..........
.· . ·
.

.

ud in E1gli1h

.

.

*A f3,00 value for a coast-to-coast C.111ing Card caU. Applies to clistomer-dialed calls mad~ during ilie
.:-· ... A'I&T Night/Weekend calling period, llpm to Barn_, Su~day through _Thursday and llpm Fnday through
5pm sunda}~. You. may receive more or less calling ume depending on where and when you call,
Applications inust be received by December 31, 199i. ·

. __ ·.

All COUIW IJIPl'Ond by UWPlattnille aad •alidated oa an olllcial
UW-Plattatille transcript

..-11 rar
..................
Slt75,.

Wllcoaslll

Mzzs,..t..wrror _........,.

Cmts include
TuitiOtl and Fies
Rooni and Bcioird in Spanish Homes
Fioldtrips. ·:·.

· Fi.noncial aid applies

··

~AtaT

..

.·

..

... the right choice.

For IUrtber informotiOt1 contact

SC..,A._.-.....,_
:Ml Wiuwr IWI

lhll•enltJ or.~flanntllt
l lhll•enltJ ....
l'lallnllt, WI 5311~3"9
(Ml) 3'%-1126
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Today is the
observed birthday
of our first
president of the United
States, George Washinton.

Ccxlependents
Anonymous is
having its weekly
meeting today from 4:005:00 p.m. in the Ohio Room.
All are welcome to attend.

14

All announcements for the
weekly Calendar must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in the University
Center, ground floor, by
Friday, prior to publication,
at 12 p.m. (noon). Please
direct mail to Gary Wahoff,
Calendar editor. Be sure to
include name and phone
number.
·

February
Today is Ash
Wednesday.
Celebrate the
beginning of the Lenten
season with mass at
Bellarmine Chapel.
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Join Earthbread for another
festive vegout at Dorothy
Day House.
X.U.A.A. is having their
weekly meeting today from
4:00-5:00 p.m .. in the Ohio
Room of the University
Center.· All are welcome to
attend. For information,
call Mark at 662-6547.

The Music Department is
sponsoring a student recital
featuring Christy Jones on
Piano and Michele Addi no
on clarinet. The performances are in the Cash
Room in Logan Hall and
begins at 7:30 p.m.

Do something unique and
special for your sweetheart
today on Valentine's Day.
The SAC sponsored film
series is today in the
Theatre.
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Ther is a French Club
meeting for all interested
students at 7:00 p.m. in
Logan 101. "Les Compares"
will be shown. If you have
any questions, call Ann
Heile at 745-4941.

Come see a movie
tonight at the SAC
film series in the
Theatre.

CP&P sponsors a
Minority Career
Day workshop
today from 10:00 a.m.2:00p.m. in the Downunder
of the University Center.
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An exhjbit of presidential
homes will be on display at
the William Howard Taft
birthplace throughout the
1nonth of February. The site
is open from 10:00 a.mA:OO
p.rn. daily and is located at
2038 Auburn A vc.

In honor of Black
Student History
Month, today is
Black Student Visitation
Day.
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SCA meeting today is in
CBA2 at 2:30 p.m.
r,;·

"How foMake the Most of a
Career Fair: Prcparationfor
Careers that make a Differ~
ence" is ih the Ohic) Room at
5:30 p.ni.: toclny.
·

Join the Xavier Fa mil/
today cm the first Sunday of
Lent with Mass at
Bellarmine Chapel.

The SAC Comedy
Series continues
tonight with a
performance oy Comedian
Brad Lowery. The show
starts at 9:09 p.m. in tt1e
Downunder.

Xavier·s
Pre-Law
Society ...

CP&P sponsors a career
forum on Profitable Careers
in Non-Profit today at 5:30
p.m. in the Ohio Room.

will~havea
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meeting
February 19
at 7:30 P. m.
in the Regis
Room, featuring three
U.C. Law
students

PRSSA sponsors a meeting
tonight from 5:00-6:00 p.m.
in Alter Hall, roo1J1101..

Vegout with
Earthbread today
at the Dorothy
Day House for an outstanding vegetarian· meal
cooked by Xavier students. All are welcome.
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XUAA meeting inthe Ohio
Room of the University
Cei1ter is tcxlay from 4:005:00 p.m. All are welcome
and invited to attend ..

·.Ladles' gold

. a.n·k1··.1 I .nng ...

ComeDownunder tonight
and startofftnat Winter .
holiday in a special way
with a wednesday
JurnpStart.
·

1

f

.

'In Joseph ·Hall.

If found, P,lease call
Shane Cook ar
351~8312.

THE DOWNUNDER-BASKETBALL CONNECTION!!!
WINNING HOOPS MEAN WINNING PRICES
Slice of Pizza (one topping}- .99
Large Pizza (one topping) - 6.60
Nachos·
.99.
20oz Soft Drink
.70.
·Hot Dogs.
-: .59

Come DownUnder and
watch Xavier go to the
races in Dayton! You can
win a team autographed
basketball and get great
basketball discount prices!

Sun., Feb~ 17 from 12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Look for more great basketball specials coming Feb. 23th& Mar. 2nd.

FOR PIZZA DELIVERY, CALL. 745-3530 •
LET'S GO MUSKIES
.
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